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Abstract

The Internet of Things (IoT) is used by non-technical users. In the future, they will be able to arrange their
IoT devices and, therefore, create processes. Since the devices can send their information simultaneously,
these processes must enable parallelism. This paper argues why modeling languages for non-technical
users should only create structurally correct processes that avoid deadlocks and abundances during
runtime. Furthermore, since many users will create their own processes, it should be possible to
reuse and share process models. This makes a query language for process models necessary. Using loop
decomposition, an approach to make cyclic processes acyclic, this paper explains why modeling languages
can be simplified for users and why only acyclic processes should be stored in process collections. For all
of these topics, IoT can learn from business process management and compiler theory.
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1. Introduction
The Internet of Things (IoT) enables the combination of different physical objects (the “things”)
in a network (the “internet”) so that they can communicate with each other and, therefore,
realize applications at a higher level than individual objects can [1]. As IoT devices enter houses
and living rooms of non-technical users, the ability for non-technical users to combine their
IoT devices for a larger goal becomes essential. IoT devices may receive some input, process
information, and produce some outputs — they follow simple input-process-output principles.
An arrangement of IoT devices to realize higher-level applications must, therefore, take into
account the data between the devices and their temporal dependencies. In other words: IoT
devices can be arranged as activities in processes (flowcharts). The more restrictive the modeling
language is, the more restrictive the resulting applications will be. For example, if the modeling
language only allows sequential activities (pipes of IoT devices where one device passes its
output to the next in the pipe), decisions are not possible — a user could not create a process that
only performs an action when the temperature exceeds a predefined threshold. On the contrary,
if a user has a lot of freedom in modeling processes, there is a high probability that the resulting
process will contain semantic errors. Especially since IoT devices like sensors can produce
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output in parallel, the parallelism can lead easily to errors. In business process management
(BPM), even experienced process modelers seem to make mistakes in their processes, as some
studies show [2].
In this paper, we propose to learn from methods and mistakes from compiler theory and BPM
when defining modeling languages for IoT processes used by non-technical users. Although IoT
processes should not be as data-driven as source code and not as technical complex as business
processes, we are convinced that a modeling language for IoT processes can benefit from their
background. For this reason, we introduce a quality property — structural correctness — for IoT
processes and argue for thinking about an IoT query language to find processes in a collection
of IoT process models. Furthermore, with the help of loop decomposition, an approach to make
cyclic process models acyclic, we argue why modeling languages should be simplified and why
it is good to store only acyclic process models in process model collections.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the concept of workflow
graphs for abstract representation of (IoT) processes. Subsequently, Section 3 argues for structural correctness and Section 4 for process query. Section 5 describes the advantages of the loop
decomposition approach. Finally, this paper concludes in Section 6 with a short discussion.

2. Workflow Graphs
IoT processes can be modeled abstractly as workflow graphs [3], a variant of control-flow graphs
that allow explicit parallelism. A workflow graph contains several activities and gateways.
Activities are IoT devices or some other programs. They have up to one incoming and up to one
outgoing edge. Activities without incoming edges are start activities (like sensors). Activities
without outgoing edges are end activities (like screens). Gateways handle the control-flow,
i. e., they split or join control. Some gateways make decisions (XOR), create parallelism (AND),
or something in between (OR). Splitting gateways have exactly one incoming but multiple
outgoing edges (XOR-, AND-, and OR-splits) and joining gateways have multiple incoming but
exactly one outgoing edge (XOR-, AND-, and OR-joins). All nodes of the workflow graph are
on a path from a start to an end activity.
The execution of a workflow graph can be modeled as a token game. A token game looks at
different states of a workflow graph and how they can change. A state stores the number of
tokens for each edge. In an initial state, the execution starts with tokens on outgoing edges of
some start activities. Each ordinary activity takes a token from its incoming edge and puts it on
its outgoing edge. This changes the state to another state. Each time a token moves, the state
changes. When a token reaches a splitting gateway, how the state changes depends on the type
of split. If it is an XOR-split, the token is placed on one of the outgoing edges depending on
some conditions. If it is an AND-split, a token is placed on each outgoing edge. In case of an
OR-split, a non-empty set of outgoing edges receives a token. For joining gateways, it is similar:
An XOR-join takes a token from an incoming edge with a token and places it on its outgoing
edge. An AND-join requires tokens on each incoming edge, otherwise, the tokens are retained.
If all incoming edges have tokens, a token is taken from each incoming edge and a single token
is placed on its outgoing edge. The semantics of an OR-join is more complex and non-trivial
in workflow graphs with cycles [4, 5]. For acyclic workflow graphs, an OR-join takes a token

from each incoming edge with tokens if and only if there is no token that an incoming edge
can receive in a subsequent state. Then, a single token is placed on the outgoing edge of the
OR-join. For cyclic workflow graphs, the interested reader can find a comparison and a “most
liberal” semantics in earlier work [5]. The execution and state changes of the workflow graph
eventually stop when the end activities have only tokens.

3. Structural Correctness
We argue that IoT processes as workflow graphs should be structurally correct. Structural
correctness is known in BPM as soundness [6]. It describes the absence of deadlocks and
abundances [2], while data information is ignored [7]. In other words, structural correctness
focuses only on the structure of the workflow graph and, therefore, decisions are assumed to be
random.
A deadlock occurs during execution when there is an AND- or OR-join that attempts to
synchronize parallelism, but there is no parallelism to join, i. e., it has a token on at least one
incoming edge, but cannot execute in any subsequent state. An abundance occurs when there is
an XOR-join that gets parallel control so that a subsequent activity can be executed twice (or
more) in series, i. e., there is a state with an edge that carries at least two tokens [5].
Structural correctness is controversial in BPM. Some researchers argue that it leads to false
negatives and false positives because data is ignored [8]. It is true that data can influence the flow
of control and, therefore, mask errors or create the illusion of error [9]. For this reason, however,
we prefer the term “structural correctness” instead of “soundness”. Structural correctness
considers only the control-flow without data. It guarantees the fundamental correctness of
parallel behavior, even if data information or code change. It provides basic assumptions for
ongoing analyses and, therefore, simplifies them. In our view, the use of structural correctness
is comparable to the use of reducible and irreducible control-flow graphs in compiler theory.
Both — reducible and irreducible control-flow graphs — are executable, but reducible ones are
preferred and used because they give faster algorithms or make them applicable at all [10, 11].
Since programs with irreducible control-flow graphs have goto-like instructions, they improve
also readability and code quality [12]. Similar properties apply to structural correctness: for
example, OR-join semantics is complete [5] and behaviors extraction is more efficient [13] in
structural correct processes. From the user’s perspective, enforcing structural correctness should
efficiently reduce errors and thus frustration during creation. For this reason, we propose to
use structural correctness as an indispensable quality criterion for IoT processes.

4. IoT Process Querying
IoT processes created by one user may be of interest to other users — at least as a starting point
for changes. If such processes are made available via a web application or repository, users
should be able to search for matching processes. Since there can be many such processes in a
repository, a trivial search of IoT devices does not seem to be an expedient solution.
BPM has introduced process queries through behavioral relations, i. e., the user can search
for processes not only by describing the IoT devices they contain, but also by describing some

of their relationships during execution. Typical behavioral relations are, for example: in total
causal, in total parallel, and in conflict. An IoT device is in total causal of a second IoT device
in an IoT process if, in each execution of the process in which both devices are executed, the
first is executed before the second. Two IoT devices are in total parallel if, in each execution in
which both devices are executed, both devices are executed in parallel. Finally, an IoT device is
in conflict with a second device if there is an execution that contains the first device but not
the second. BPM research recognizes other behavioral relations between two devices that are
grouped into different sets. Examples of such sets are the behavioral profile [14], the causal
behavioral profile [15], and the 4C spectrum [16]. We propose to define a similar set of
behavioral relations to enable queries for IoT processes in process repositories to
empower non-technical users.

5. Loop Decomposition
Checking structural correctness or calculating behavioral relations is difficult and time-consuming
in some cases. If the process contains OR gateways, there are not even complete algorithms for
both. For acyclic IoT processes as workflow graphs, the situation is different: There are efficient
algorithms for checking structural correctness that provide detailed diagnostic information
(e. g., Favre and Völzer [17] and Prinz and Amme [18]), and the computation of behavioral
relations is efficiently [13]. Even processes that contain OR gateways can be handled. Of course,
not every IoT process is acyclic. However, in our recent work [19], we have developed a loop
decomposition algorithm that detects loops in structurally correct, cyclic workflow graphs and
makes them acyclic: Loops are replaced by special loop activities (subroutines) and the loops
themselves are truncated at allowed edges so that the loops become sequential. In this way, a
cyclic workflow graph is transformed into a set of acyclic workflow graphs while retaining the
semantics.
The loop decomposition approach is based on a property of loops in structurally correct
workflow graphs: When a loop exit is reached (a gateway with an outgoing edge leaving the
loop), no token can be inside the loop other than the one on the incoming edge of that loop exit.
In such a state, there is, therefore, no parallelism in the loop. The loop can be cut at the outgoing
edges of a loop exit and transferred to its own workflow graph. This step of cutting loops is
repeated until every loop in the original workflow graph has been replaced and all workflow
graphs representing the loops are also acyclic. The advantages of this approach are: (1) The
resulting acyclic workflow graphs should be easier to understand as complexity is reduced, (2)
loops are allowed but moved to subroutines, and (3) in structurally correct workflow graphs, it
is unnecessary whether a joining gateway is an AND-, XOR-, or OR-join.
Loop decomposition has implications for an IoT process modeling language if that language
forces structurally correct IoT processes to be created. Decomposition into acyclic graphs is
even possible for structurally incorrect processes at it leads to the same decomposition — but
the behavior of loops could not be maintained. In the resulting acyclic graphs, the modeling
language is able to repair most structural errors by replacing the joining gateways with the
correct ones. These replacements can also be applied in the original, undecomposed process.
Eventually, however, this replacement of joining gateways is not necessary if the modeling

language does not distinguish between different joining gateways at all — in this case, all joining
gateways have the semantics of OR-joins in acyclic graphs. This would probably reduce the
number of errors in modeling. Therefore, we propose that a modeling language for IoT
process does not distinguish between different joining gateways in order to reduce
complexity for non-technical users.
In general, acyclic IoT processes should be easier to understand than cyclic ones, as mentioned
earlier. Therefore, non-technical users should understand them better too. In addition, smaller
processes should be more reusable than larger processes because they are not as specific.
Consequently, acyclic workflow graphs resulting from loop decomposition seem to be more
useful for storage in IoT process repositories than more complex cyclic processes. Another
advantage is that the computation of behavioral relations for IoT process queries becomes more
efficient in these repositories [13]. Therefore, we propose to store the acyclic processes
resulting from a loop decomposition in a process repository instead of the original
user-created processes.

6. Conclusion and Short Discussion
In this paper, we have explained why it is necessary to allow non-technical users to create their
own processes of IoT devices. These processes should at least be structurally correct to avoid
deadlocks and abundances during runtime. Since non-technical users may want to use existing
processes to start their own ones, a query of processes in repositories is necessary. The approach
of loop decomposition transforms cyclic processes into acyclic processes. Acyclic processes
eliminate the need for the kind of joining gateways that simplifies the modeling of structurally
correct processes. Loop decomposition, therefore, allows for non-differentiation even in cyclic
processes. Furthermore, decomposition should make the finding and understanding of processes
more efficient.
Direct process creation can be too complex for non-technical users to understand. For this
reason, many IoT platforms use a simpler approach in form of Trigger-Action Platforms (TAP).
TAPs allow users to define events and execute actions when these events are triggered. Examples
of such platforms are IFTTT1 , SmartThings2 , and Power Automate3 . On such platforms, it is
possible to trigger new events as actions of other events. As a result, chains of events and
actions can be created. These chains depend on conditional events and can trigger events in
parallel, i. e., they are processes. Therefore, users indirectly create processes on TAPs. Although
it is easier to create event-action rules, the underlying platforms have to maintain, verify, and
execute the underlying processes. The suggestions made in this paper are thus also applicable
to TAPs, and (indirect) modeling errors should be displayed to users or avoided with the right
quality criteria such as structural correctness.
Future work should consider the proposals for an IoT process modeling language of this
paper and evaluate them in a practical context. Furthermore, it is necessary to discuss the
implications of the proposals for concrete modeling languages, for users, and for underlying
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IoT platforms. The brief discussion on indirect and direct process modeling shows that quality
criteria are important even when a different representation of process creation is used as a
solution for non-technical users. The community benefits from the proposals in this paper by
avoiding the same mistakes as the BPM community, because the proposals are based on lessons
learned in BPM and compiler theory and simplify process handling — even if they are only
indirectly modeled by the users. Users benefit because the combination of IoT processes would
be powerful, yet simplified.
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